Cloud Conveyer for Payroll
Lift and Simplify from SAP® ERP Payroll to Employee Central Payroll

•
•
•
•
•
•

Automatically extract on-premise configuration
Rapidly migrate configuration with limited re-implementation
Reduce time, resource and cost by more than 50%
Leverage your SAP investment while transforming with Cloud innovations
Proven software assets for a more automated migration
Applicable to many cloud migration strategies
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tools, and templates to accelerate your journey to the cloud.
Cloud Conveyer is tailored to support your unique journey.
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Organizations are caught in the dilemma of wanting to move
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to the cloud to leverage the improved end-user experience,

Cloud Conveyer is delivered via the standard SAP transport

unlock the agility, scalability and simple landscape, while

mechanism.

maximizing their current investments in SAP ERP Payroll

SAP SuccessFactors™

on-premise solutions. Historically, this required a re-

The Payroll Control Center Value Add

implementation, fully dedicated resources and a significant

The SAP Payroll Control Center (PCC) is available with your

investment.

move to Employee Central Payroll. As a leading SAP PCC
partner, EPI-USE provides in-depth expertise to fully leverage

Today, EPI-USE Cloud Conveyer solves this dilemma by
providing proven technology and assets in the hands of

PCC as an additional value add when migrating to the SAP

EPI-USE
Cloud Conveyer
SuccessFactors cloud
platform.

experienced Payroll experts to deliver a well-planned and
accelerated transformation to Employee Central Payroll. The

Bundle EPI-USE’s accelerated PCC solution with pre-

results are a significantly-reduced implementation time and

configured validation rules, processing steps and KPIs as

cost and rapid return on investment.

part of your migration with Cloud Conveyer to optimize data
monitoring, reconciliation and streamline payroll processing.

Why Cloud Conveyer?

Errors are reduced, accuracy is improved as well as the

•

auditability of the payroll.

Extract on-premise configuration automatically using
EPI-USE Configuration Extraction Product and templates

•
•
•
•

Rapidly moves SAP ERP Payroll configuration to reduce

Introducing EPI-USE

re-implementation

EPI-USE is a global organization that provides state-of-

Automates payroll validation for trusted results

the-art solutions and services to enhance, streamline and

Emphasizes focus on data validation, testing and quality

optimize your SAP®, SuccessFactors® and related software

Leverages proven proprietary software, templates and

environment.

unmatched EPI-USE expertise

•
•

Migrates complete payroll history to the cloud

For more information on how our products and services

Automates completeness check for Employee Central

can help optimze your business processes to achieve better

Payroll system

return on investment, contact us at:
sales@us.epiuse.com | www.cloudconveyer.com | 1-877-403-6326

